Healing
Inside Out

from the

6 Thursdays 7:30—9
Beginning Thursday April 12
7960 West Beach Dr. NW
Washington DC 20012
(202) 253-6009
One of the key tenets of Metaphysics is the Law of Inner Cause and Outer Effect. Whatever is going on inside you (consciously or unconsciously) will show up in your world for healing so that you
can move forward on your path of growth and development. Often, however, when our “stuff”
shows up, we’d rather avoid it, blame others for it, or deny it instead of moving through it. On the
other side of it is the peace, joy, fulfillment and prosperity that we desire. You no longer want to
stay “stuck”. This 6 week practical class will help you to identify and overcome the inner barriers
to the good that you desire. By developing techniques and principles to identify and transform previously unconscious blockages to your good, you can heal your thoughts, your patternings and what
these energy patternings create. These techniques will be applied directly and effectively to the
specific barriers that you uncover in a safe, loving and supportive environment so that you can experience the healing you desire, that brings the good you deserve.
$175 Members / $200 Friends ($50 Discount for Pre-payment) or $25 per class

Rev. Jim Webb is an accomplished spiritual teacher, author, psychic,
channel and coach. He serves as the Senior Minister of the Takoma
Park Chapel, and on the faculty of the New Seminary, Iyanla
VanZant’s Inner Visions Institute for Spiritual Development. He has
taught workshops nationally and appeared on national television in
conjunction with his books “Pathways to Inner Peace” and “The Keys
to Enlightened Living”. His powerful teaching methods, wisdom,
coaching and insights have helped many to overcome blockages and
achieve the prosperity that they desire. He is also available for private counseling and coaching and can be reached through
www.revjimwebb.com

